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Abstract: Sand textural control on SECB (shear-enhanced compaction band) formation is analyzed combining field observations, 
detailed material characterization and mechanical testing for poorly lithified sandstone units in Provence (France). Field observations 
show that SECBs are densely distributed in a coarse-grained unit with moderate porosity (27%), whereas few SECBs are developed 
within the overlying fine-grained, high-porosity (39%) unit. Results from textural characterization show that the main difference 
between the two sand units is grain size and sorting, whereas they are similar with respect to composition and grain angularity. Packing 
density is introduced as an important parameter for comparing the compaction properties independent of the textural variations between 
the two units. Compaction experiments show a slightly faster compaction of the coarse-grained sand as compared to the fine-grained 
sand, and more pronounced grain crushing is observed in the coarse-grained unit. The results indicate that the preferential localization 
of SECBs to the coarse-grained unit is controlled by a slightly denser packing of the coarse-grained material at the time of band 
formation together with higher stress concentrations on grain contacts. Hence, this study emphasizes that porosity alone is an 
insufficient parameter for predicting deformation band evolution in sand (stone).  
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1. Introduction1  

Deformation bands are tabular zones of strain 
localization formed in porous and granular materials 
such as sand and sandstone [1], carbonate grainstone 
[2], chalk [3] or ignimbrite [4]. Networks of 
deformation bands are observed in many sandstone 
reservoirs and are often associated with faults, but also 
observed around salt diapirs and within gravitational 
slumps [5]. The microstructure of deformation bands 
varies from the host rock. Porosity and permeability 
reduction is observed for many types of deformation 
bands and the bands may provide barriers or baffels to 
fluid flow within the reservoirs.  
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Several recent publications provide quantitative data 
on the petrophysical properties of deformation bands 
[6-11] and more detailed separating deformation bands 
into compaction bands and shear enhanced compaction 
bands [12, 13].These properties provide valuable input 
for reservoir models [14-16] and the understanding of 
reservoir flow properties. Recently, structural 
heterogeneities have received new interest in reservoir 
simulations for CO2 storage [17] and for 
geomechanical modeling describing effects of pore 
pressure during CO2 injection [18]. In order to define 
critical pressure to avoid reservoir failure during CO2 
injection [19], a better understanding of controlling 
parameters for strain localization and the formation of 
deformation bands in porous sandstones are needed. 

Deformation bands are usually classified by their 
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kinematics: dilation, shear or compaction; and by the 
deformation mechanisms responsible for their 
microstructures: disaggregation (grain rolling or slipping), 
cataclasis (grain crushing or splitting) or diagenetic 
processes (pressure-solution or cementation) [5]. The 
characteristics of these bands are controlled by 
numerous factors, such as tectonic setting, burial depth 
and the constitutive parameters of the host rock [20-22]. 
Recent studies on deformation band patterns in porous 
sandstone indicate that deformation bands in 
contractional regime are generally well distributed, 
whereas bands tend to be localized in fault damage 
zones in extensional regime [23-25]. An intensification 
of cataclastic processes is generally observed with 
increasing burial depth [5, 12, 26-29]: from 
dissaggregation [28, 30] and low-intensitycataclasis 
[12, 13] in shallow burial conditions to intense 
cataclasis in deeply buried sandstones [5, 31]. 
However, examples of intense cataclasis are also 
described in deformation bands formed within 
shallowly buried sandstones [24, 32] suggesting that 
factors other than burial depth influence the 
deformation mechanism involved during deformatin of 
porous sand (stone). More specifically, the mechanical 
compaction and evolution of the sand textural 
characteristics during burial [33, 34] appear to be 
important and need to be better explored.  

The influence of constitutive parameters of host 
sandstone on the deformation is intensively analyzed 
both through field descriptions and laboratory 
experiments. Field examples described in eolian 
sandstones display compaction bands that selectively 
form in specific high-porosity and coarse-grained 
layers [35, 36]. Sandstones and sands of different 
composition, sorting, and porosity have been tested 
through laboratory experiments over the last decades 
and reviewed by Wong and Baud [37]. These tests 
confirm the importance of textural parameters, such as 
porosity and grain size, on the strength of sandstone 
[38, 39] and sand [40]. However, the influence of initial 
packing [41], grain sorting [42, 43] and grain angularity 

[44] on the mechanical properties of sandstone and band 
localization remains poorly understood and need to be 
further addressed. 

In the Uchaux sands in Provence, France, 
shear-enhanced compaction bands [12] are observed to 
be specifically located to coarse-grained and less porous 
sand units [13], in contradiction to the deformation 
bands at the Buckskin Gulch, Utah, where bands 
selectively form in layers with both large grain size and 
high porosity. Mechanical tests on the Uchaux sands 
showed that the most coarse-grained and low-porosity 
sand developed the most pronounced strain localization 
structures [45]. In the current work, we present detailed 
textural characterization and mechanical testing in an 
attempt to better understand the selective formation of 
deformation bands in specific sand units. The sand 
packing density is introduced as an important and useful 
parameter for comparing deformation and yield strength 
for shallowly buried sands with different porosity and 
textural characteristics. The results are discussed and 
compared with the established theoretical model that 
relates grain packing, fracturing and yield stress. 

2. Field Location and Deformation Bands 

The study area is located in the Boncavaï quarry in 
the western part of the “Bassin du Sud-Est” in 
Provence, France (Fig. 1). Several Upper Cretaceous 
sand-dominated deposits crop out in this area, showing 
networks of deformation bands [24, 25]. In the present 
study, we focus on the SECB (shear-enhanced 
compaction bands) formed under the Eocene 
shortening and generally observed in the Turonian 
Uchaux Sands (Fig. 1) [13]. The Uchaux Sands 
constitute a ~ 120 m thick formation composed of 
meter to multi-meter thick units of poorly lithified 
sandstones. Due to the shallow burial depth (maximum 
burial depth of 400 ± 100 m), these poorly lithified 
sandstones easily disintegrate into sand and are 
referred to as sand in the characterization part of this 
paper. The sand represent deltaic tidal bar to beach 
deposits,  and  show  large  variations in  porosity  and 
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Fig. 1  Geological map of the “Bassin du Sud-Est”, Provence, France (after Ref. [13]). The Boncavaï quarry study area is 
plotted as a red dot.  
 

grain-size distribution, varying from fine to coarse 
sand. 

The SECBs in Uchaux are millimeter to centimeter 
thick strands that are generally revealed by their 
positive relief resulting from their higher resistance to 
erosion as compared to the host sandstone (Fig. 2a). 
These bands show no visual apparent offset of the 
oblique laminas (Fig. 2b), and can be shown to involve 
similar (mm-scale) amounts of compaction and 
reverse-shear offset [20]. They are organized into 
conjugate sets showing a range in dihedral angle from 
81° to 90°. The SECBs show limited degree of 
cataclasis (Fig. 2c), revealed by a small grain size 
reduction, corresponding to crush microbreccia in the 

classification [46].  
Distributed networks of SECBs are only developed 

in certain sandstone units (Fig. 2) [13]. This restricted 
occurrence is well exposed in the Boncavaï quarry, 
where two different units within the Uchaux Sands 
occur: (1) a fine-grained unit showing only a few 
scattered SECBs, and (2) an underlying coarse-grained 
unit, showing well-distributed network of SECBs (Fig. 2a). 
Most of the SECBs located in the coarse-grained unit 
stop at the boundary with the fine-grained unit. Only a 
few bands are observed to continue from the 
coarse-grained layer into the fine-grained unit (Fig. 2b). 
Slightly higher grain size reduction is observed within 
the SECBs formed in the coarse-grained unit compared 
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to the SECBs formed in the fine-grained one. Grains 
are also slightly more cracked in bands from the 
coarse-grained unit (88% fractured grains) than in the 
fine grained unit (79% fractured grains). Comparable 
compaction of less than 6% porosity reduction is 
measured for bands in both units. 

3. Material Characterization and Methods 

The two Uchaux Sand units studied are referred to as 
the coarse-grained and the fine-grained units, 
respectively (Fig. 3). Even though they display similar 
compositions (quartz: 95%-96.5%, feldspar: 3-4.5%, 
clay and iron oxide: 0.5%), the two sands differ in 
porosity, grain size and grain sorting (Table 1). The 
porosity is measured by mercury injection porosimetry 
on intact samples of the host rock and the bands. The 
grain size distribution and sorting are characterized 
using standard sieving analyses from disintegrated 
sand samples (Fig. 4). Grain size is described by the 
mean grain size represented by the diameter at 50% 
passing, d50, whereas sorting is given as the 
uniformity coefficient (Cu = d60/d10); a sand is 
considered as uniform for a Cu less than 4 [47]. The 
coarse-grained sand (Fig. 3a) has an average porosity 
of 27.3%, a mean grain size of 0.65 mm, and a 
uniformity coefficient of 4.1, whereas the finer-grained 
sand (Fig. 3b) has an average porosity of 38.8%, a 
mean grain size of 0.23 mm, and a uniformity 
coefficient of 1.7, which means that the fine-grained 
sand is better sorted than the coarse-grained one 
(Table 1). 

The coordination number, C, corresponding to the 
average number of contact points between a single 
grain and its surrounding grains [48], is estimated for 
each grain in two perpendicular 2D SEM (scanning 
electron microscope) photomicrographs for each unit. 
This estimated coordination number equals 7.1 in the 
coarse-grained unit and 5.6 in the fine-grained unit. 
These values are in the lower range compared to 
random packs of identical spheres, which range from ~ 
6.9 (loose packing) to ~ 9.1 (dense packing) [49]. Partly, 
 

 
Fig. 2  (a) Outcrop showing different SECBs patterns in the 
different Uchaux sand units at the Boncavaï quarry; (b) 
detailed view of the contact between the two different units; 
(c) SEM photomicrograph showing the microstructure of a 
SECB located in the coarse-grained unit.  
 

 
Fig. 3  SEM photomicrographs showing the texture of the 
(a) coarse-grained and (b) fine-grained Uchaux Sand units. 
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Table 1  Material characteristics of the fine- and coarse-grained units of the Uchaux Sand, Boncavaï quarry. Grain size, 
sorting and relative packing density were measured on disintegrated sand samples, the porosity for the disintegrated sand was 
calculated from the corresponding relative density. Porosity for the host rock and SECB was measured using porosimetry, and 
the corresponding relative density was inferred from the relative density and porosity relationship found for the disintegrated 
sample. Coordination number is calculated from SEM photomicrographs.  

Unit Material Mean 
grain size Peak grain size Sorting Angularity Coordination 

number 
Relative 
density Porosity

  d50 dmax d60/d10  C Dr n 
  (mm) (mm)   (contacts/grain) (%) (%) 

Coarse-grained 
Disintegrated sand

0.65 1.1 4.1 Subrounded 
to rounded  Drmin (0) 45 

     Dr50 37 
     Drmax (100) 27 

Host rock     7.1 98 27.3 
SECB      109 24.4 

Fine-grained 
Disintegrated sand

0.23 0.27 1.7 Subrounded 
to rounded  Drmin (0) 54 

     Dr50 47 
     Drmax (100) 37 

Host rock     5.6 94 38.8 
SECB      116 33.6 

 

 
Fig. 4  Grain size distributions for the fine- and 
coarse-grained sand studied.  
 

this can be attributed to the 2D counting of grain 
contacts from images, but grain contacts in natural 
sands-grains are also expected to be lower than for 
random packs of identical spheres as they are not 
purely spherical. The higher coordination number for 
the low porosity, coarse-grained material than for the 
more porous fine-grained material is in agreement with 
models for coordination number where the 
coordination number increases with decreasing 
porosity [49].  

The grain angularity is estimated using shape 
parameters described in Ref. [47]. These parameters 
are calculated from photomicrographs of 
representative numbers of disaggregated grains from 
both sand units (Appendix A). Two sands are 
classified as subrounded to rounded (Fig. A1). The 
fine-grained sand is slightly more angular than the 
coarse-grained sand. We note that inherited grain 
fracturing is observed in both materials (Fig. 3). 

The relative density describes the compaction of 
sand based on the packing of sand grains relative to the 
highest and lowest packing (or porosity) obtained using 
a given method in the laboratory. The minimum dry 
density, Drmin, determines the loosest packing (highest 
porosity) of sand achievable in the laboratory. Drmin is 
determined by filling a mould slowly with dry sand and 
then measuring the weight of sand. Maximum dry 
density, Drmax, is defined as the densest packing 
(lowest porosity) of the material. Drmax is determined 
by packing sand using vibration at a pressure of 70-100 
Newton for ca. 30 s. Based on the maximum and 
minimum dry density, the relative density can be 
calculated for the sand and related to the minimum and 
maximum values of void ratio and porosity [50]. The 
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relative density, Dr, is defined as  
, ,

, ,
100   (1) 

where,  is the dry density of the sand and  is the 
void ratio. The void ratio is defined as  

                  (2) 
where,  is the porosity. Based on the measured host 
rock porosity for each unit, the relative density of 94% 
for the fine-grained unit and 98% for the 
coarse-grained unit are estimated (Table 1). This shows 
that the field porosity measured corresponds to the 
maximum packing density achievable in the laboratory 
using mechanical compaction with minor grain damage 
for both materials. This observation is supported by the 
field observation that there is very limited evidence of 
chemical compaction in the two formations. Inside the 
SECB, the average porosity corresponds to average 
relative density of 109% and 116% for the 
coarse-grained unit and fine-grained unit, respectively. 
This is higher than the maximum packing density, 
Drmax, measured in the laboratory, reflecting the effect 
of localization and grain crushing in the naturally 
formed SECBs. 

4. Results from Compaction Experiments 

Deformation characteristics for the two sands 
studied are investigated using triaxial loading tests at 5 
MPa effective confining pressure. Fine-grained sands 
and coarse-grained sands are compared using a loose 
initial packing density (~ Dr 55%). The effect of the 
initial packing density is investigated by comparing a 
loose (~ Dr 55%) and a dense (~ Dr 85%) initial 
packing for the fine-grained sand. An overview of the 
tests and test conditions is given in Appendix B.  

Vertical strain, porosity, relative packing density and 
relative porosity reduction versus effective mean stress 
are compared in Fig. 5 for both the isotropic loading 
stage (up to 5 MPa) and during axial loading. All three 
materials show a small vertical strain under the 
isotropic loading, slightly higher for the loosely packed 
sand than for the densely packed sand (Fig. 5a). 

Loosely packed sand of coarse and fine grain size show 
a similar axial strain evolution, whereas the densely 
packed sand shows a better defined yield point during 
axial loading (Fig. 5a). Loosely packed sands show 
considerable compaction both during isotropic and 
axial loading (Fig. 5b). The coarse-grained sand shows 
a slightly faster compaction than the fine-grained sand 
for the first part of the test (Fig. 5b). Densely packed sand 
shows less compaction than the loose sand (Fig. 5b). All 
the tests are approaching a similar relative density close 
to Dr 100% during axial loading. The initial porosity 
for the three sands differs largely, with the highest 
porosity found for the loosely packed, fine-grained 
sand and the lowest porosity for the loosely packed, 
coarse-grained sand (Fig. 5c). The densely packed, 
fine-grained sand shows less porosity reduction than 
the loosely packed materials, whereas the 
coarse-grained sand shows the largest porosity 
reduction (Fig. 5d). Based on the comparison of the 
two materials and initial packing density, it is observed 
that the coarse-grained sand has a higher 
compressibility than the fine-grained sand (Fig. 5). The 
fine-grained sand is found to be slightly stiffer than the 
coarse-grained sand during compaction and shows a 
slightly better defined yield. The best defined yield is 
observed for the densely packed fine sand, possibly 
reflecting more localized deformation compared to that 
of the loosely packed sands. 

Photomicrographs from post-test thin sections show 
various types of grain breakage, such as gf (grain 
flaking) where deformation is localized to grain edges, 
S (single) fractures where individual grains split in 
two, IC (irregular complex) fractures where grains are 
split in several parts in a complex pattern, and grain cr 
(crushing) where grains are completely crushed into 
smaller aggregates [51]. Grain crushing is most 
pronounced for the coarse-grained sand, whereas the 
dense sand show slightly more grain fracturing than the 
loose sand (Fig. 6). The observed fracturing confirms 
that onset of grain fracturing and crushing occurs 
during axial compaction below a mean stress of 10-12 
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Fig. 5  Graphs showing the evolution of (a) the vertical strain, (b) the relative packing density (Dr), (c) the porosity, and (d) the 
relative porosity reduction as a function of effective mean stress P´ for the tested sands. The grey part of graphs corresponds 
to the isotropic loading up to 5 MPa whereas the white part corresponds to the axial loading.  
 

   
Fig. 6  SEM photomicrographs showing different types of grain damage: gf (grain flaking), S (single) fractures, IC (irregular 
complex) fractures and zones with cr (crushed) grains for (a) the coarse-grained, (b) loose fine-grained and (c) dense 
fine-grained sands. More grain crushing is observed in the coarse-grained material than in the fine-grained, although some 
large grains are not damaged. The dense packing (c) shows slightly more grain damage than the loose packing (b).  
 

MPa for both the fine-grained and coarse-grained 
sands. 

Triaxial loading tests at 5 MPa are compared with a 

hydrostatic loading test (isotropic conditions) from the 
fine-grained sand with loose initial packing (Fig. 7). 
The packing density is found to be very sensitive to the 
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Fig. 7  Relative density as function of effective mean stress 
during different loading paths, hydrostatic and axial loading 
at 5 MPa confining stress. Estimated relative density for the 
two studied host rock units is added for the range of mean 
stress observed for the experimental data.  
 

loading conditions, with shear loading as a more 
efficient packing than the hydrostatic loading. Relative 
packing density estimated for the host rock units is also 
shown in Fig. 7. Comparing the relative density 
evolution in the experimental curves with the relative 
density from the field, we observe that both the 
hydrostatic loading path and the axial loading at 5 MPa 
confining pressure give a packing density similar to 
that estimated from field samples, but for very different 
mean stress levels. 

5. Discussion 

The inelastic deformation during formation of 
deformation bands can be described by a modified 
Cam-Clay cap model [52-53]. The theoretical 
framework for these modified Cam-Clay cap models 
is based on soil mechanical models describing the 
transition from elastic to plastic deformation [54], and 
further adopted to deformation bands observed in 
sandstone reservoirs [55-56]. The transition from 
brittle faulting to cataclastic flow in porous sandstone 
has been treated in numerous theoretical studies [53, 
57-58] and explored through mechanical testing with a 
broad range of effective pressures [37, 59-61]. The 

experimental data are used to identify initiation of 
shear-enhanced dilation in the brittle regime and shear 
enhanced compaction resulting from cataclastic flow at 
high effective pressure. Experimental results are 
modelled utilizing the elliptical yield envelope 
comprising shear yield surface and cap, where the size 
of the cap is found to be controlled by the yield stress 
along a hydrostatic loading path. Wong et al. [39] found 
that the yield stress, P*, is related to the onset of grain 
crushing and primarily controlled by the initial porosity 
and grain size of sandstone. Empirical prediction of 
onset of grain crushing and pore collapse is based on 
Hertzian fracturing in hydrostatic test conditions 
combined with the initial porosity and grain size [38]. 
In the following, we discuss the textural variations in 
porosity and grain size for the two sands studied and 
then compare our results using the end cap and yield 
stress model. 

5.1 Porosity and Packing Density 

Host rock porosity is considered as an important 
parameter for deformation band formation both in the 
field [6, 7, 36] and during laboratory testing [37], but 
the host rock porosity during deformation band 
formation is highly uncertain in Provence and for most 
studied field examples. In the present study we 
introduce packing density in order to compare the two 
units of significantly different porosity. The textural 
characterization in Table 1 shows that the average 
relative packing density, Dr, estimated from present 
day porosity, shows a rather small difference (Dr = 94% 
in fine-grained sand and Dr = 98% in coarse-grained 
sand), and cannot explain the high porosity difference 
between the two units (porosity of 27.3% for the 
coarse-grained unit and 38.8% for the fine-grained 
unit). For the two units compared in this study, the 
grains are classified as similar in shape with only minor 
differences in angularity, whereas the main difference 
is grain size and sorting (Table 1). The lowest porosity 
is found for the sand with the wider grain size 
distribution (Table 1). This is in agreement with 
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models describing porosity as being independent of 
grain size when all grains are of equal size, and 
decreases with an increasing range in grain size [62]. 
Well sorted materials are thus likely to have high 
porosities, whereas poor sorting makes for lower 
porosity. The porosity also increases when the particle 
shape differs from spherical; i.e., the lowest porosity is 
observed in grain aggregates showing high roundness 
and sphericity [63]. The slightly less rounded grains in 
the fine-grained sand (Fig. A1) might also contribute to 
the higher porosity of this unit. The similar packing 
density of the two units indicates that the final 
mechanical compaction related porosity is similar for 
the two units, whereas the difference in porosity 
between the two sand units is mainly related to textural 
characteristics (Fig. 8).  

5.2 Grain Size and Onset of Fracturing 

The theories developed for yield stress and 
localization of cataclastic deformation bands in 
sandstone are based on Hertzian fractures that localize 
on grain contacts [38, 64]. One difference between the 
two Uchaux Sand units studied is the slightly more 
pronounced grain-crushing observed for the 
coarse-grained sand during mechanical testing (Fig. 6). 
The onset of grain fracturing can be related to the 
strength of single grains and the contact forces between 
them. Using a Hertzian model of normal compression 
of two identical spheres, it can be shown that for a 
hydrostatic confining pressure P applied to a random, 
identical-sphere packing, the confining force F acting 
between two particles is given by 

               (3) 

where, R is the sphere radius, C is the coordination 
number and n is the porosity [49]. Applying Eq. (3) 
together with average values for porosity from the host 

rock, grain radius and coordination number for each 
material (Table 1) show that the coarse-grained 
material is subject to a higher force between the grains 
than the fine-grained sand (Table 2). This can be 
attributed to the fewer and larger grains resulting in 
fewer grain contacts within the same area [65]. The 
coarse-grained material is likely to have a large 
variation in the local, effective forces and shapes and 
sizes of contact-areas, based on the large spread in 
grain sizes. 

The higher stress concentration on grain contacts for 
the coarse-grained material favors onset of grain 
fracturing and related yielding. This could be one 
important controlling parameter for the observed 
higher density of SECBs within the coarser-grained 
sand unit as compared to the finer-grained one. A more 
intense fracturing of coarse-grained sand as compared 
to fine-grained sand is also observed in experiments by 
Chuhan, et al. [51]. Based on the field observations, 
the few SECBs found in the fine-grained  unit show 
grain  fracturing and  cataclasis, which is an indication 
 

 
Fig. 8  Schematic illustration of the two factors 
(sedimentary (sorting) and compaction related) controlling 
the porosity of the two sand units. 

 

Table 2  Characteristics of the two tested sands and the confining force calculated between two particles.  

Unit Confining pressure 
P (MPa) 

Grain radius 
R50 (mm) 

Porosity 
φ 

Coordination number
C (contacts/grain) 

Confining force between two particles 
F (N) 

Coarse-grained 5 0.325 0.27 7.1 1.3 × 10-3 
Fine-grained 5 0.115 0.38 5.6 0.2 × 10-3 
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of forces on grain contacts being close to the grain 
fracturing pressure also for the fine-grained unit. Parts 
of the SECB observed in the fine-grained unit seem, 
however, to be propagating from the coarse-grained 
unit into the fine-grained unit, indicating that the bands 
could be generated by yield in the coarse-grained unit.  

5.3 End Cap Models and Yield Stress 

Cam-Clay yield envelopes are used to describe the 
elastic-plastic transition and shear-enhanced 
compaction bands formation in sandstone [53, 57-58]. 
The hydrostatic loading experiments (Fig. 7) show 
progressive change in packing density with increasing 
stress for the fine-grained sand units, allowing 
determination of unique end caps for this unit (Fig. 9). 
The end caps are presented using the － ′ diagram, 
where  is the differential stress 1 –  3  and ′ is 
the effective mean stress  1   2   3 /3 
  in which  is the fluid pressure. Elliptical yield 
envelopes or end-caps can be calculated following Ref. 
[66] as used by Schultz and Siddharthan [52], where a 
symmetrical yield surface in － ′ space is defined as  

 ′ ′           (4) 
Eq. (4) describes an ellipse representing the 

elastic-plastic boundary for the material controlled by a 
shape parameter  and the size controlled by the 
yield stress  along the hydrostatic loading path. The 
shape parameter  defines a critical state line where 
the material deforms in a frictional manner, with no 
dilation or compaction, given by 

  6 sin  / 3 –  sin         (5) 
where  is the Mohr-Coulomb friction angle for 
residual sliding. End caps are calculated using Eq. (4), 
and the critical state line M is defined using Eq. (5) and 
a friction angle of 28° determined for the loosely 
packed fine-grained sand [45]. No distinct yield stress 

 is observed for the hydrostatic test on loose sand 
(Table B1) and a pressure  representing various 
relative packing densities (Dr 80%, Dr 90% and Dr 
100%) during the hydrostatic loading is used to 
calculate the end-caps. These end-caps represent stress 
conditions for which the material has equal packing 
density during different loading paths. The  end-caps 
calculated for the fine-grained sand is found to fit well 

 

 
Fig. 9  Calculated end-caps for the loose fine-grained sand for pressure, , for selected relative densities during hydrostatic 
loading. The stress states during axial loading for selected relative densities are compared for the fine- and coarse-grained sand 
for tests with similar initial loose packing density. The loading stress needed for the low porosity, coarse-grained sand to reach 
the Dr 80% and Dr 90% state is lower than for the high porosity, fine-grained sand.  
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with the measured relative density values of Dr 80%, 
Dr 90% and Dr 100% along the axial loading path for 
the fine-grained sand. For comparison, measured 
relative density (Dr 80%, Dr 90% and Dr 100%) is 
plotted for the coarse-grained sand along the same axial 
loading path as for the fine-grained sand (Fig. 9). End 
caps for the low porosity coarse-grained sand show 
lower stress conditions than the high porosity 
fine-grained sand when comparing the relative packing 
density (Fig. 9), although both sands approach the 
same relative packing density of Dr 100% when getting 
close to the critical state line. During initial compaction 
of the two sands, the coarse-grained material increases 
the packing density faster relative to the fine-grained 
material (Fig. 5 and Fig. 9), which suggests a 
potentially denser packing of the coarse-grained unit 
compared to the fine-grained unit at the time of SECBs 
formation. This difference in grain packing density 
may have been important for the deformation 
mechanism dominating in the unit, as porosity is 
important for the transition in deformation mechanism 
from grain rearrangement to grain fracturing [40, 45].   

The yield stress,  along the hydrostatic loading 
path described in Eq. (4), can be related to pore 
collapse and the grain crushing pressure [39]. Based on 
the finding from Ref. [38], the onset of grain crushing 
and pore collapse is related to the porosity and grain 
size. This relationship is used to calculate the yield 
stress, : 

 .             (6) 
where,  is the porosity and  is the radius of the 
mean grain size. Yield stress calculated for the two 
sand units using Eq. (6) and the porosity and grain size 
from Table 1 show a higher calculated yield stress for 
the fine-grained material (~ 100 MPa) than the 
coarse-grained material (20-40 MPa). The lower yield 
stress for the coarse-grained sand is consistent with the 
lower stress concentration on grain contacts in the 
fine-grained unit compared to the coarse-grained unit 
(Table 2), and also in agreement with the preferential 
formation of cataclastic SECBs observed for the 

coarse-grained unit. The large difference in calculated 
yield stress, P*, and the stress conditions for the end 
caps presented in Fig. 9 is probably related to the 
difference in packing density and configuration 
between natural samples and the lab samples for the 
poorly lithified sands. Packing density is a parameter 
that correlates with the strength of sand [67], and is 
then also important for yield and strain localization in 
poorly lithified sandstone. 

Comparable tests on similar type of poorly 
consolidated material, addressing shallow reservoirs 
conditions, is limited and with slightly different 
experimental setups [34, 68]. Typical challenges for 
the approach in this work are the inability to identify a 
clear yield and localization of deformation bands 
during the mechanical testing. In addition, the gradual 
transition in deformation mechanism from grain 
rearrangement dominated to grain fracturing and 
crushing is difficult to identify [45] making the onset 
of grain fracturing is hard to identify. Future work is 
suggested to focus more on the visualization of 
cataclastic deformation. Mechanical testing of sand 
inside a x-ray computed tomography (CT) scanner has 
a good potential for identification of grain fracturing 
and porosity development inside deformation bands 
[69]. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we study and compare the preferential 
localization of shear-enhanced compaction bands in a 
coarse-grained and lower porosity sand unit versus a 
fine-grained high porosity unit. Based on field 
observations, detailed characterization of sand 
properties and mechanical testing, the following 
conclusions are made:  

• Mineralogy and grain angularity of the two units is 
similar, whereas the better sorting of the fine-grained 
unit compared to the coarse-grained unit controls the 
porosity difference between the two units; 

• The larger grain size of the coarse-grained material 
concentrate higher stresses on grain contacts and 
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thereby controls the more intense grain fracturing and 
crushing observed for the coarse-grained material; 

• Relative packing density is introduced as an 
important parameter in order to compare the 
compaction of sands with different textural 
characteristics. The two units show similar relative 
packing density with only a slightly higher density of 
the coarse-grained unit; 

• Mechanical testing shows that the fine-grained and 
well sorted sand is stiffer during initial compaction 
than the coarse-grained sand. The coarse-grained and 
less well sorted sand shows faster relative compaction 
than the fine-grained sand in the initial compaction 
phase; 

• The preferential localization of SECB in the 
coarse-grained unit is thought to be controlled by two 
factors: (1) higher stress concentration on grain 
contacts, mainly controlled by the grain size, initiating 
grain fracturing and (2) faster compaction and increase 
in relative density reducing the potential for distributed 
deformation; 

• The presented approach compares deformation 
during experimental compaction with observations of 
localization deformation from field outcrop of two 
textually different sandstones. The work benefits from 
the possibility to do the experimental work on the same 
material as studied in outcrop, whereas the main 
drawback of the study is the inability to identified 
localized deformation bands within the experimentally 
deformed samples.  
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Appendix A: Grain Angularity Quantification. 

Grain angularity quantification is performed by using an automatic image processing on optical photomicrographs with a 

representative number of grains: 27 for the coarse-grained sandstone and 40 for the fine-grained sandstone. The grain selection is 

performed manually. Several morphologic descriptors have been proposed for quantifying grain shapes, and degree of roundness [47, 70]. 

All these morphologic parameters are defined as ratios of various geometric dimensions, and equal 1 for a perfect spherical grain. In 

this study, we use the morphologic parameters listed in Table A1. For each parameter, we estimate the mean value and the standard 

deviation for each material (Table A1).  

The tested parameters for grain angularity show similar values for both units, although the coarse-grained material shows slightly 

higher compactness, roundness, modification ratio and sphericity, whereas the fine-grained material shows slightly higher aspect ratio 

and circularity (Fig. A1). Nevertheless, a simple statistical Student’s test (or equivalently a z-test) clearly states no statistical significant 

difference in shape parameter for the two different materials tested (Table A1). It is thus concluded that the two sands have similar 

shape properties. Comparing our results with sands described in Ref. [47] shows that both sands have shape parameters similar to 

rounded sand, and can be classified as sub-rounded to rounded grains (Fig. A1). 
 

 
Fig. A1  Graph showing the different shape parameters measured on grains from each sand unit. Shape parameters of 
standard rounded and angular sand from Ref. [47] are also plotted to compare with the coarse- and fine-grained sand tested. 
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Table A1  Shape parameters and mathematical expressions used for the grain angularity analysis together with the mean 
value and standard deviation measured for the coarse-grained and fine-grained sand. The p-values of the two-sample 
Student’s test are also given. Mathematical factors used are: area A, and the perimeter of one grain P, the area of its convex 
hull, Convex Area, the length Lmin and width Lmax of the smallest rectangle enclosing the grain, the minor and major axes of the 
best fitting ellipse, Minor Axis and Major Axis, respectively, and the radius of the maximum inscribed and minimum 
circumscribed circles, RI and RC, respectively. 

Shape parameter Math. expression Coarse-grained sand 
Mean and standard deviation 

Fine-grained sand 
Mean and standard deviation 

p-value 
Student’s test 

Sphericity  0.65       0.06 0.63        0.09 0.33 

Circularity 4π 
 0.75       0.04 0.77        0.05 0.11 

Modification ratio 
2 

 0.70       0.07 0.69        0.10 0.42 

Feret compactness √4
π  0.88       0.06 0.87        0.08 0.63 

Feret roundness 
4

π  0.78       0.11 0.76        0.13 0.67 

(Feret aspect ratio)-1  0.77       0.03 0.75        0.03 0.15 

Solidity  0.97       0.02 0.96        0.02 0.41 

Ellipse roundness 
4

π  0.74       0.08 0.72        0.11 0.49 

Ellipse compactness √4
π  0.86       0.05 0.85        0.07 0.45 

(Ellipse aspect ratio)-1  0.76       0.09 0.74        0.12 0.47 

 

Appendix B: Experimental Details.  

Tests were performed in the laboratory at the NGI (Norwegian Geotechnical Institute) using a triaxial setup measuring axial and 

radial deformation [71]. The tests were performed using drained conditions and a backpressure of 1 MPa. Axial and radial strain were 

measured using LVDT (linear variable differential transformer) sensors. The hydrostatic test samples were loaded isotropically up to 40 

MPa, whereas for the axial compression tests, a differential stress was imposed after hydrostatic loading to the confining pressure. 

Details about the test set-up and methodology are given in Ref. [45], together with interpretation of yield stress and discussion of 

deformation mechanism. An overview of the test presented and discussed in this paper is given in Table B1. 
 

Table B1  Initial packing density, relative density, porosity together with loading path, confining stress and interpreted yield 
stress for the tests presented in this work. Test methodology, results and interpretation are presented in Ref. [45]. 

Sample 
Packing density Dr 

(%) 
Initial porosity 
(%) Loading conditions Confining stress 

(MPa) 
Yield stress, P 
(MPa) 

      
Coarse-grained sand* Loose 55 36 Axial compression 5 - 
Fine-grained sand Loose 54 46 Axial compression 5 - 
Fine-grained sand Dense 84 41 Axial compression 5 8.8 
Fine-grained sand Loose 58 46 Hydrostatic 40 - 

* This test is not included in Ref. [45]. Test procedures are similar as for the loose fine-grained sample. 
 
 


